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	This book is a cross-cultural reference volume of all attested numerical notation systems (graphic, non-phonetic systems for representing numbers), encompassing more than 100 such systems used over the past 5,500 years. Using a typology that defies progressive, unilinear evolutionary models of change, Stephen Chrisomalis identifies five basic types of numerical notation systems, using a cultural phylogenetic framework to show relationships between systems and to create a general theory of change in numerical systems. Numerical notation systems are primarily representational systems, not computational technologies. Cognitive factors that help explain how numerical systems change relate to general principles, such as conciseness or avoidance of ambiguity, which apply also to writing systems. The transformation and replacement of numerical notation systems relates to specific social, economic, and technological changes, such as the development of the printing press or the expansion of the global world-system.
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Passionate & Profitable: Why Customer Strategies Fail and 10 Steps to Do Them Right!John Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book is about making the choice for the customer, making a choice
beyond the superficial slogans and choosing an operational, actionable strategy.
Our experience has shown that although companies focus their customer
programs on cross-selling and loyalty initiatives, the issue is much
more fundamental. They fail in their...
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Minimal Graphics: The Powerful New Look of Graphic DesignRockport Publishers, 2000
Here is a striking collection of minimal graphic designs that get the message across. The best design work today is minimal. Crashing type, unreadable text, words used as "texture" and in-your-face images are on the way out. The visual overload of the last decade is being replaced by simple, seamless design with a clean approach.     ...
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Macromedia Fireworks MX: Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2002
For expert, Macromedia-certified training on how to use Macromedia Fireworks MX to create Web pages, you'll want to head straight to the source. Macromedia Fireworks MX: Training from the Source includes 12 lessons and 16 hours of instruction designed to show you, step-by-step, how to create a Web site in Macromedia Fireworks MX. Over the course of...
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Classic Shell ScriptingO'Reilly, 2005
An essential skill for Unix users and system administrators, shell scripts let  you easily crunch data and automate repetitive tasks, offering a way to quickly  harness the full power of any Unix system. This book provides the tips, tricks,  and organized knowledge you need to create excellent scripts, as well as  warnings of the traps that can...
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Pro Grunt.jsApress, 2015

	Pro Grunt.js gets you quickly up-to-speed with this popular JavaScript-based task runner. Author James Cryer takes you from initial installation all the way through to authoring successful plugins.


	Using hands-on examples you will learn about CSS linting, combination, compilation and minification; JavaScript linting, AMD...
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Snow Leopard Server (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
In-depth guide to all aspects of handling Apple's newest big cat 

Whether you manage a large enterprise server or your own Macs at home or in a small office, this book has what you need to understand Apple's new Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server inside and out. Crammed with information, this detailed guide presents best practices and insights...
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